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q3a/q3a64 - q3a is a game server for q3a, the original
q3. it allows you to play online against others who are

running q3a servers, as well as creating your own
online servers. it is often used in conjunction with

pj64, as q3a64 is not compatible with project64, only
q3a. this plugin, while not perfect, is very effective.
source is only lightly closed, and can be a bit buggy.
direct audio converter (dac) - this is a freeware that

allows you to convert audio files to.wav. it's very easy
to use and very fast. it's also freeware, so you can use

it as often as you like! this plugin is pretty much
perfect for playing.wav files. you can also use it to

convert wma to mp3, or.mp3 to.wav, etc. you can find
it here: . project64 v1.57 - this is an open source

plugin for project64. similar to the rice plugin it uses
emulation to make the games work. it does not

support all games though, so its not always the best
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choice for a project64 plugin. that said, its still one of
the best choices out there. the latest version has alot
of improvements over the past years. rice 6.1.1 beta
10 - this is a cross compatible plugin that supports

both opengl and (on windows only) directx.
compatibility is high and it has a very large feature
set. also has support for high quality texture packs

made by 3rd parties. can be quite buggy at times, so
its only 3rd on the list above. source was really

opened up to the community.
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This is a very large release, so I'll try to explain it as
best I can. Firstly, I'm pretty sure that the error is

caused because the plugin is outdated, and thus was
incompatible with the current version of Glide64. The
main reason this update was needed was because the

last version of the plugin used fixed memory
addressing, but this was removed in Glide64 v1.3.0.

Now that the plugin is compatible with it, things should
be fine. I made a small modification, which is to use

the x_align field from GlideN64 for the rendering
offset. This allows you to get a much cleaner and more

realistic result, and I quite like the results it gives.
Finally, added some new 'Slider' plugin parts. A slider
is a type of slider that allows you to set the value of a
number, (e.g. angle) with a new 'Value' field that only

shows when you mouse over it. I implemented the
following plugins:Slider - With limited functionality, this

simply lets you set a value for a number (e.g. an
angle).Progress - Creates a progress bar, allowing you
to set a percentage, along with a title (e.g. A: a: an,

etc.)Text - Creates text that can be used in place of a
number (e.g. a: an, etc.)Numeric - Creates a number

input box (e.g. A number: a number)Boolean - Creates
a checkbox (e.g. A checkbox: A checkbox)Menu -

Creates a menu with a limited number of options (e.g.
A menu: A menu, etc.) Since I don't really use these
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features, I decided to make them share one small
memory location with a value of one. (Could change in

future if I ever use them). I'll also eventually add
tutorials for these, but I won't post them now.
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